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Drill down report in sap fico

Sushma (c) 23 Sept 2015 11:02 AM Hello experts, What is the concept of Forer Down Report and Painter Reports? Kndly share your valuable views here. Thank you in advance. SAP drilling reports are used to interactively evaluate data in the area of financial accounting. This tool allows the creation of financial accounting reports that range from financial statements, key figures and balance display
reports. In this tutorial we will learn how to run standard drilling reports and learn how to create our own drilling reports. Learn more about SAP finance with our free SAP FI training. Three types of reports can be executed using drilling reports. These include financial statements, key figure reports and balance display reports. Financial statements use versions of financial statements to determine structure
and disposition. Key figure reports provide total amounts of total credit or debit. Balance display reports show balances per general ledger, customer, supplier or asset account. SAP Drilldown reports use key features and figures. Characteristics are not monetary variables such as the business code, supplier and industry. The key figures are monetary variables such as the total amount of debit, the total
amount of credit and the amount accumulated. Run sap drilldown reporting to run sap drilldown reporting using the FGI0 transaction code. You'll see a screen like below: Drilldown Report Initial Screen Click the 002 report type to enlarge the folder and select the standard G/L account balance display report as shown below: Run the standard drilling report Place your cursor on the report and click the icon
run. Enter the following information: Ledger financial year that you want to account for the period of/period you want to report on the execution of the report. G/L Account - Initial Screen Balances Report appears. Click twice on the line to see the details of the exercise. For example, in the report below, the user can use the navigation column to see balances based on company code, cost centers, segments
or profit centers: Account G/L - Balances Report Create sap drilldown reports When creating a drilling report, you must first create the form, then the report. The form is then assigned to the report and the report will be ready for use. The report form contains report and output formats. The report sets out the selection criteria. Create the Report Form Use Report Painter to create report forms via the report
code I'm FGI4. Enter the following information: Select the type of form Reporting for Table FAGLFLEXT to create an FI report Enter a form name and a description Choose the radial button for the number of axes you want in the structure (for this tutorial, we will use a matrix structure with two axes) Click to create a form of creation in the report painter The matrix that results is the place where you enter the
features and key numbers that you enter you want the report to show. Report Painter creates a report form template as shown below: Double click report form model on each line under column to add features. On the resulting screen, select the radial Features button and click on the green check: Update the features Select from the features available on the right side and move them to the left side. The
report will show the results online based on these characteristics. You may also need to identify the characteristics and values that accompany it. For example, we chose the account number as the feature below, but we also had to select the account table to identify all the account numbers we want to use. We also entered the range of accounts to include in the report: Select Click features check, then
confirm, then press enter. A system message confirms that your lead column has been updated as below: Updated Report Form Now that we have a feature, let's add our first key figure. Double click on column 1. Select the radial key figure button with feature and press enter. Add the key figure Select the key number you want this column to show. For example, if we want to report on debit balances and
credit balances, we select debit balance entries for Column 1. To add another column with double click credit balance on column 2, select the credit balance views, and so on. You will see a system message confirming your selection of key numbers was a success as below: Key figure added We have now defined two columns of key figures as shown below: Update Click on the form save to save the form.
You will see your resulting form with a system message confirming that the form has been saved, as below: Form saved Create Report Now that we have created a form, it's time to create a report. From the registered form screen, click Report . Browse to create a report Enter the following information: Select the type of Form Reporting for Table FAGLFLEXT to create an FI report Specify a logical name and
description for the report Assign the form you just created in the Click Create report. Assign the form to report the Features tab, select from the features available on the right side and move them to the left side. You can select any number of features such as currency, company code, cost center, etc. The report will provide drilling features in terms of these features. Specify features Click on the OutputType
tab. Select the radial button of the type of you want to use. For example, we will use the conventional drilling outlet. Click save to save the report. Specify the message of the Type A system will confirm that the report has been recorded: Recorded report Run a new report Now, run our report using the process we described previously. Run the FGI0 transaction code. Now you can see the new report. Place
your cursor on the report and click the running icon. Run new report entry selection criteria or run wide open. Run the report. New reporting selection criteria Results are displayed and you can use all of the drilling features described in the SAP Drilldown Reporting section: New report posted - Do you like this tutorial? Do you have any questions or comments? We'd like to hear your comments in the
comments section below. This would be a great help for us, and I hope this is something we can address for you in improving our free SAP FI tutorials. You can use the drilling reporting tool to evaluate the summary tables. You can set and print reports. You can process data from various SAP components. To be able to evaluate a summary table using drilling reports, you must have it activated for drilling
reports. To do this, move on to special-purpose ledger customization and choose You can create the following reports: Account Balances Financial Report Reports of Line Elements Called from the Total Flexible Reports report on SAP account assignments and customer-specific additional account assignments. Average Balance Reports (reports to view average balances) To create reports for average
balances, you must run a day record (a summary table with 366 periods that contains the original general displays of the ledger) and activate it for drilling reports. SAP provides two examples of reports for average balances: ADBREPORT-1 and ADBREPORT-2 drilling reports. For more information, see SAP 599692. However, the evaluation of summary tables with drilling reports is limited as follows: you
can evaluate only one ledger. You can only declare the use of the second or third currency (usually the local or group currency) and a quantity (no additional quantity). You can only display one currency in the report. You have the following options for defining drilling forms and reports: from the SAP Easy Access screen under In Customizing for Financial Accounting under For more information on drilling
reports, check out the SAP library under . 6 Reciever Report Responses can be any report from Report Painter/DrilldownReporting/SAP Request or even Abap Report. Hopefully this helps painter report by SAP is one of the most commonly used tools to define reports in the FICO module. Each single control report (cost center accounting, internal profit, and control center accounting) was created using the
report painter. With Report Painter, we can quickly and easily define reports across columns and lines. You need standard reports provided by SAP as a base, copy them and make minor changes, to be able to meet your needs. SAP Report Painter (PDF Download) is the main reports in the information system in the control module. All control reports (cost center accounting, internal orders and profit center
accounting) are created using the reporting painter. You can also create FI reports. With Report Painter, you can set reports quickly and easily across lines and columns. You can use the standard reports provided by SAP as a base, copy them and make minor changes to meet your needs. Very often, it is estimated that standard standard reports sap do not meet the user's requirements. Therefore, you
need to create new reports. What are the transaction codes (TCODE) for SAP Report Painter? GRR1 - Create GRR2 - Change GRR3 - Display GR34 - Delete Here's a simple guide to taking steps with screenshots on working with Report Painter. Drilldown's purpose or interactive report A drilling-down report also called interactive report, is a report with more detail. Imagine looking at a balance sheet,
presented as a drilling report. The highest list, also known as the Basic List, contains high-level information such as current assets, assets, etc., under the asset grouping on one side of the balance sheet. The drilling feature helps you select a baseline item from the Basic List (e.g., asset assets) and sign up for a detailed list (secondary list) that displays various capital elements such as land, buildings,
machinery, etc. You can dig even deeper by double clicking on the construction line, which will bring out the next detailed list and so on. You will be able to create a drilling report with a maximum drilling level of 20; i.e., including the basic list, you will have a total of 21 levels in a single drilling report. Report.
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